Activated Sheet
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What is activation?

Concerning water, when the cluster of water is decomposed to the level of molecule
by cutting the convalent bond, the electron starts vibration so that the long wave
infrared rays (terahertz wave) is emitted. And also the same phenomenon is
occurred for plastics like polypropylene (PP), vinyl chloride, polyethylene and also
some of metals. M-AS made from polyvinyl chloride is denatured by the strong
electromagnetic wave and emits continuous terahertz waves.

The activated water in the freezer
The water that was activated by the activated sheet was not expanded at all.
300 mL water when freezing was just 300 mL of ice as the photo bellow.

The pure water in the freezer
The beaker was completely cracked by the expansion when freezing as the photo
bellow.

Verification test for a sardine
Left side photo is no treatment
Right side photo is in the activated sheet

Freezing for 24hours in freezer and then thawing for 4 hours in the room
temperature
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The reason why the metabolism is improved by the long wave infrared rays

The wave length of the long wave infrared rays is middle between a ray and an
electromagnetic wave and its frequency is around 1 trillion/sec. It is longest in the
infrared rays and quite good for the physical health. Its characteristic likes both a
ray and an electromagnetic wave and it affects the molecule of the body and also
activates each sell. These phenomena are the reason why the metabolism is
improved.
The materials in the nature which have the same characteristic as the above are a
kind of igneous rocks like a basalt etc.
Since ancient times, it was said that these rocks have an effect on recovery of an
external wound and the cause of the effectiveness of recovery is just the
permeability by waves and the cultivation by rays. The effectiveness of these
matters is caused by the long wave infrared rays which can reach inside of the body
safely and activate each part.
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How to use the activated sheet and its effectiveness

① Activation of water

Put water in the PET bottle into the activated sheet as the above photo for at least 6
hours. The water must be activated and its effectiveness is as follows.
Get smooth-textured skin
Improve constipation
Improve hay fever
Improve metabolism
② Activation of lotion

Put the bottle into the activated sheet as the above photo for at least 6 hours.
Water in the lotion must be activated and the molecule of the activated water can
permeate through the pore of the aquaporin in the cell easily so that it makes to
increase moisture content of skin and activate each cell and then get
smooth-textured skin.
③ Prevention of drips for meat and fish

Put the fillet or the round of a fish and the meat into the activated sheet or the
activated the polyethylene seal for vacuum packing, and then keep it in the freezer.
When thawing, there is almost no drip because the body fluid (60-70% is water) in
each cell must be activated and restrained expansion.

